
Enlivy S.R.L.

Website Revamp for Real Estate
Agency

PROJECT DETAILS

A UX/UI Design, Web Design, Web Development

B Aug 2022 - Aug 2022

C Less than $10,000

D
"Robert was very fast in responding to
all of my inquiries."

PROJECT SUMMARY

S.C. Enlivy S.R.L. revamped the website of a real

estate agency, changing its domain and

integrating new features, such as social media

feeds, preconstruction project information, and an

infinite scrolling UX.

PROJECT FEEDBACK

As a result of this project, the

client received a faster site

with social media

connectivity. S.C. Envily S.R.L.

efficiently migrated the

client's articles from the old

site and stuck to the initial

Figma designs, bringing the

client's vision to reality.

Moreover, the team was fast

and responsive.
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Enlivy S.R.L.

The Client

Please describe your company and position.

I am the CEO of Robert Cekan Professional Real Estate

Corporation

Describe what your company does in a single
sentence.

Real Estate Agency

The Challenge

E Robert Cekan
CEO, Robert Cekan Professional
Real Estate Corporation

G Real estate

F Hamilton, Ontario

CLIENT RATING

5.0
Overall Score

Quality: 5.0

Schedule: 5.0

Cost: 5.0

Would Refer: 5.0
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The Approach

How did you find S.C. Enlivy S.R.L.?

Codeable

How many teammates from S.C. Enlivy S.R.L. were
assigned to this project?

1 Employee

The Outcome

Describe their project management. Did they deliver
items on time? How did they respond to your needs?

Robert was very fast in responding to all of my inquiries and went

above and beyond when it came time to deliver the final product

including trouble-shooting. He wanted to make sure I was 100%

satisfied with the work and it shows!

What was your primary form of communication with
S.C. Enlivy S.R.L.?

Virtual Meeting

What did you find most impressive or unique about
this company?

I loved how meticulously laid out the mock ups were prior to getting

started. I knew exactly what the final product would look like and

the experience I'd come to expect!

Enlivy S.R.L.
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Are there any areas for improvement or something
S.C. Enlivy S.R.L. could have done differently?

No, everything was great! The only tiny recommendation I'd suggest

is a 3-month check-in after the project is marked done just to make

sure everything is still operating well :)

office@enlivy.com

+40744561062

enlivy.dev/landing-clutch

Enlivy S.R.L.
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